The purpose of this book is to show the stages we consider imperative to
achieving the perfect bespoke or custom rug. We seek a clear understanding
from the outset, carefully considering yarn selection, the complexity and scale
of the design, the colour tone, saturation and final finishing techniques.
All these characteristics impact on both cost and lead time,
but without compromising the integrity of the design.

“Firstly...,
no two projects
and no two people
are ever the same,
and we encourage that.”
We work with designers, architects and clients creating
beautiful rugs that reflect abstract thoughts and design
inspirations, giving life, in a tangible form, to the client’s vision. We
appreciate that the truly great designer cares passionately about the
user, so we focus on providing a rug solution that will meet their needs
and exceed their expectations.
Creativity and emotion go hand in hand, and the design process can sometimes
be an eclectic collection of many elements. To stay on track we adopt a common
sense approach, based on our knowledge of the strengths of our manufacturing partners.
Working in this way we can deal with design briefs in a sensible realistic way, based on
practical solutions rather than theoretical explanations.
The key to achieving the perfect solution and taking a design idea to a fit for purpose product, is to
make sure we fully understand what is required ensuring nothing is too complicated. To deliver high end
sophistication we prioritise simplicity, using manufacturing methods and processes that meet the logistical
challenges of the project, without compromising luxury, quality, creativity or individuality.
In the first part of this book, we show different styles of designs in a format that would normally be used by a
manufacturer with the details required to create the rug. We have also produced samples taken from sections of the
design to show some of the different yarns, pile heights and finishing techniques that we refer to.
We also show how the design process is built up and visualised from various original inspirations, and how we can work from
various original materials - such as hand sketches, images, fabrics, colours or any ideas inspired by art and nature, natural
movements or wherever your creative energy takes you.
The second half of our book called our ‘look pages’ show a few designs that we have created for various projects or from our
own design collection to encourage discussion and to offer other ideas and options, remembering that rug design starts with a
vision and ends with reality.
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Rug Manufacturing Explained
Every rug starts its life as an idea, a sketch or even a picture. Before you can decide the best method of manufacture it is
important to understand the difference between hand knotted and hand tufted manufacturing techniques and how that can
impact on design.

Hand knotted Rugs
Hand knotted rugs are made on a loom that has two rows of warps stretched vertically across the width of the loom and to the
height and size of the rug. Knots per square inch (KPSI) can vary from 7 x 7 to 20 x 20 KPSI. Knot after knot of yarn is then tied on
the warps. This process is repeated twice on each row and hammered down to keep the knots in place. The rug design is plotted
on a large scale graph with each square representing a knot within the specific colour and design. Usually the quality and cost
of a rug is dictated by the number of knots per square inch. On average an Artisan making a hand knotted rug might tie about
10,000 knots (based on 12 x 12 KPSI) per day (0.045m2 per day) or 22 consecutive days to make 1m2, making the hand knotted
process a longer intricate method of production.

Hand Tufted Rugs
Hand tufted manufacturing is quicker therefore when compared to handknotted rugs; these require less time to create, as the rug
is made by punching the yarn into a canvas which is stretched on to a frame which is normally the size of the rug. The design of
the rug is also plotted into the canvas and the hand tufted operator creates the design in accordance with the colour chart. Hand
tufted rugs can be created entirely by hand tufting with specially designed tools or by the use of a hand held tufting tool or in
some circumstances, robotic arms can be programmed to create the rug in a computerised systematic format following a digital
design blueprint.

Yarns
Rugs can be manufactured using a variety of different yarns or mixes of different types of yarn. Yarns are chosen for their wear
properties, appearance and feel. A mix of wool and silk can be used to define designs as the luxurious effect of the silk catches
the light. This attractive and luxurious feel can also be achieved at a lesser cost than pure silk by using other fibres such as rayon,
viscose and tencel.
However, traditionally most hand tufted rugs are made from 100% New Zealand wool due to its superb dyeing characteristics and
inherent hard wearing properties, but the introduction of different yarns within the design process can significantly enhance the
look of the finished product.

Wool
Wool is a natural fibre which has a wide range of qualities and textures – grades range from the finest of fine Merino Wool to
coarser English Wool – each has its own use and appearance!
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Silk
Natural silk is produced by the
‘Silkworm’. Silkworms spin wonderful
cocoons of silk thread which are then
cultivated making the silk easier to unravel.
Each cocoon is then unravelled to produce
between 600 – 900 metres of silk thread. Silk is
an incredibly desirable fibre and its use can add further
flare, elegance, and luxury to either hand tufted, or hand
knotted pieces. Its use however should be carefully considered
given its delicacy and fineness.

Artificial Silk
The term Artificial Silk (faux-silk) was the original name given to ‘regenerated
cellulosic fibres’ and the first patent for artificial silk was registered in 1894. Much
of the commercial manufacturing of cellulose fibres is used within the clothing,
automotive, furniture upholstery industries and also for specialised end uses such as
the manufacture of babies’ nappies and medical supplies.
‘Cellulosic Fibres’ are fibres made with ether or esters of cellulose, which can be obtained from
the bark, wood or leaves of plants, or from a plant-based material. The material is then dissolved
and then regenerated by different forms of extrusion and precipitation. You will recognise the name
‘rayon’ that has been part of our lives for years. Rayon was the first regenerated cellulose yarn that
was commercially produced in 1910 and the term ‘rayon’ introduced in 1924. The desire to create a soft,
hardwearing easy to maintain yarn drove the continued production of cellulose fibre yarns. You will also have
heard the name Viscose which is the name of the actual process adopted in commercial manufacturing. Likewise
Lyocell is a third generation rayon fabric, the pilot production of this yarn was started in 1990 and named Tencel. The
high tenacity and dimensional stability, together with the soft and luminous appearance makes Tencel ideal as an artificial
silk for rug manufacturing.

Nylon
Nylon is a generic term for a number of branded and unbranded man-made yarns with varying performance characteristics.
Nylon 6.6 is known as the premium product having qualities like increased soil hiding and cleaning, excellent abrasion resistance,
superior colour fastness and it can also be soft to the touch. These qualities make nylon 6.6 rugs suitable for the most demanding
applications.
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Manufacturing styles
Every rug is made from either a cut pile or a loop pile or even a mix of both construction methods to give you the finished
construction. Various pile heights can be chosen to give the rug a deeper and denser feel, and loop piles can be introduced in
the design to alter textures. However, by twisting yarns together and adding yarns of different colours you can end up with very
different results. Then by making the heights of the loops or cut pile yarn different you can change the look again.

Colour and finishing techniques
There are a number of hand finishing techniques that can also alter the final appearance of a rug. These range from hand
clipping, hard carving, shearing and colour sorting. These various finishing techniques define colour, texture and the intended
design. Many rugs are manufactured using contrasting or complimentary colours, with random or repeat designs finished to a
dense cut pile with stunning effect. The use of different colours in rug design can dramatically transform the appearance and feel
of the same design.

Lead times and delivery
The cost associated with creating a custom hand knotted rug and the time required, which can be months and even years, makes
this type of manufacturing potentially prohibitive for the majority of commercial projects. You can imagine how long it can take
to make a hand knotted rug especially with a large complex design. Although if your project programme has the time scales and
there is a requirement and budget, a hand knotted rug will last for years and years, generations actually.
There is no doubt that hand knotted rugs truly are a work of art. Hand tufted manufacturing is usually the preferable option as it is
faster and more commercially viable for interior projects.
Some projects call for very large rugs in certain areas like atriums or even shaped rugs that are used to define particular areas.
When a rug is being made for an open space it is important to consider the risk of slipping. With this in mind you can design your
rug to be non-slip or to be inset into the floor thus avoiding any risk of slips. Shaped rugs and very large rugs might be produced
on separate frames and then seamed together usually on site. Remember that the transportation of very large rugs, due to
the handling of large sizes and heavy weights, can cause problems, so on site management must be considered and planned
accordingly.
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DANCE CONCEPT STAGE
Inspired by the elegant weightlessness of kinetic sculptures,capturing the dynamic movement in gentle
breezes. These colourful and airy pieces of wire are teasing and dancing together in tune.
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Early concept sketches
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DANCE VISION TO REALITY
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COLOUR PALETTE

ARS _2B10

ARS _2H09

ARS _4E08

ARS _3J09

ARS _4K14

ARS _3K03

ARS _2A09

ARS _3F18

ARS _4G19

DANCE SAMPLE

ARS _3D11

ARS _2L12

ARS _4C08

15mm Hand Tufted Cut Pile Wool
15mm Gold Viscose Loop
15mm Pink Viscose Twisted Cut Pile
Deep Carving
3200g
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BLOCK CONCEPT STAGE
This crystalline pattern is generated from seemingly rational elements, but with a composition that is entirely
organic, creating an angular but friendly form that flows elegantly across the plane. Curiously it is perceived
as either three dimensional construction or as a 2d print depending on the viewpoint.
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Early concept sketch
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BLOCK VISION TO REALITY
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COLOUR PALETTE

ARS _4K18

ARS _2F20

BLOCK SAMPLE
12mm Cut Pile Wool and Twisted Viscose Mix
8mm Loop pile with 12mm nominal width
2950g
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FOLD CONCEPT STAGE
Inspired by sharp, crisp forms of origami, emphasised by reflected light from the subtly angled plains.
The sophisticated variation in tone creates an almost architectural study evoking craftsmanship and calm.
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Early concept sketches
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FOLD VISION TO REALITY
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COLOUR PALETTE

ARS _1C19

ARS _4N04

ARS _3K07

ARS _3D19

ARS _1L01

ARS _4L13

ARS _4M13

FOLD SAMPLE
15mm Hand Tufted Cut Pile Wool
Light Linear Carving
15mm Viscose Wool Twisted Blend
Deep Bevelled Carving
3200g
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SPEED SAMPLE DESIGN

ARS _4A11

ARS _4B04

ARS _4M12

ARS _4N12

ARS _4C11

AFRICAN SECRET SAMPLE DESIGN
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ARS _1D20

ARS _4N20

ARS _1G18

ARS _1F20

ARS _3C05

ARS _4H20

SERENE SAMPLE DESIGN
ARS _3C10

ARS _3D10

ARS _3F10

ARS _1J02

ARS _4M05

ARS _4M06

ARS _4J13

ARS _4H12

ARS _4N14

BREEZE SAMPLE DESIGN

ARS _1F07

ARS _1F02

ARS _1C02
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CITY SAMPLE DESIGN

ARS _1G20

ARS _4N20

ARS _1E20

ARS _4K17

ARS _1E20

ARS _1G17

CRYSTAL SAMPLE DESIGN
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DIAMOND INFINITY SAMPLE DESIGN

ARS _1F17

ARS _1E08

ARS _2E02

ARS _4J18

ARS _4K12

ARS _1C08

DRIZZLE SAMPLE DESIGN

ARS _4I01

ARS _3A04
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NEST SAMPLE DESIGN
ARS _1C08

ARS _3A19

ARS _3D02

ARS _3F01

ARS _1F09

ARS _1C03

ARS _2I20

ARS _1A18

ARS _1C16

ARS _2K18

ARS _1I11

ARS _4H03

ARS _4I05

ARS _4K12

DIAMOND RAIN SAMPLE DESIGN

ARS _1C20
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ARS _2G08

SPIN SAMPLE DESIGN

ARS _2D11

ARS _2G13

ARS _4C08

ARS _3I15

ARS _4L12

ARS _1J19

TAYLOR SAMPLE DESIGN

ARS _1B03

ARS _1C08

ARS _1D20

ARS _4H16

ARS _4I03

ARS _4M10

ARS _1G10
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RAINDROP SAMPLE DESIGN

ARS _4J07

ARS _1F20

ARS _3C03

ARS _3A03

SAILING SAMPLE DESIGN
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